


You are on a Contact SOLO 
event when all of a sudden you 
lose the Up Front Control Panel 
(UFCP) 

What is your plan of action to 
safely aviate, navigate, and 
communicate? 



What UFCP failure means: All data entry capabilities are disabled from 
the failed unit. In other words, the unit is no longer talking 
through the appropriate IAC to the respective control device. 

 

How do you tune your devices: Through the appropriate FMS pages. 

 

Difficulty level: EASY. In fact, very easy once you are exposed to the 
process. 

 

Common mistake seen: Aircrews think they are stuck with the use of the 
backup VHF control head for radio communications. This limits 
them to only VHF communication frequencies and is not a 
common use item by the student. 

 



 Cockpit indications: Master Caution Light, 
Audio Warning Tone, Amber UFCP Fail 1 on 
the EICAS display along with blank UFCP. 



The steps do not provide a lot of guidance for the aircrew. Note 3N fails to mention loss of Baro Set knob or 
that tuning capabilities for the navigation and communication systems  can be made through the use of 
appropriate FMS pages. 



NAV Display TSD Display 



Once you have entered in the new altimeter setting using the LSK’s, simply press the LSK ENT button and 
the new setting will be reflected on the PFD 



Frequency main page  1/2 

When airborne, there are two main freq pages. Use the PREV and NEXT keys to cycle between the two pages. 
 
Frequency 1/2: This page is basically an electronic version of the UFCP. 
 
Frequency ALT  CNS  2/2: This page is the number selection page. 

Frequency main page  2/2 NAV Display 



Active Freq Standby Freq 
Toggle button 

Selecting UHF 1  LSK will take you to 
UHF main page  

UHF Main page 

The UHF main page provides 
the same functionalities that 
are used with the COM1 
button on the UFCP 

UHF Preset channels 

Note: The green numbers/letters above the active and standby 
frequencies are memory preset channels. 



You can enter the frequency manually or use the memory preset 
number via the ALT  CNS  2/2 page.  
 

#1: When you select the number/s, they show up in white at the 
bottom (scratchpad)  of the MFD 
 

#2: Select previous or next to cycle to main Frequency page 1/2. 
 

#3: Upload from scratchpad to UHF  LSK on right side of display. 
 

#4: Select the same LSK again to toggle from standby status to 
active status. 

#1 #2 

#3 

#4 



Active Freq Standby Freq 
Toggle button 

Selecting VHF 2  LSK will take you to 
VHF main page  

VHF Main page 

The VHF main page provides 
the same functionalities that 
are used with the COM2 
button on the UFCP 

VHF Preset channels 



Active Freq Standby Freq 
Toggle button 

Selecting VOR 1  LSK will take you to 
VOR main page  

VOR Main page 

The VOR main page provides 
the same functionalities that 
are used with the NAV Tune 
button on the UFCP 

VOR Preset channels 



Active Code Standby Code 
Toggle button 

Selecting XPDR LSK will take you to 
XPDR main page  

Altitude reporting mode is ON 

XPDR Main page 

Selecting Emergency 
will place 7700 code 
active automatically 

The XPDR main page 
provides the same 
functionalities that are used 
with the W4/ID button on 
the UFCP 



You can enter the numbers using the appropriate LSK’s 
 

#1: When you select the number/s, they show up in white at the 
bottom (scratchpad)  of the MFD 
 

#2: Select previous or next to cycle to main Frequency page 1/2. 
 

#3: Upload from scratchpad to XPDR LSK on right side of display. 
 

#4: Select the same LSK again to toggle from standby status to 
active status. 

#1 #2 

#3 

#4 



Selecting XPDR LSK will take you to 
XPDR main page  

Selecting IDENT functions the same as it 
does when you  select the ID button on the 
UFCP 



Now that you have seen the basics, the loss of a UFCP on a solo event in the 
Contact block of training is not really a big deal. 
 
You ARE NOT limited to the use of the back-up VHF control head in order to 
communicate with ATC, RDO, Area Common, Tower, etc…… 
 
You still have the ability to complete every radio frequency change, navaid 
change (if applicable), Transponder code change, and primary altimeter change  
as you would on any Contact flight event via appropriate FMS pages. 
 
The only major item lost that you can not control from another source is the 
EXEC function of a FMS entry to a flight plan or approach. FMS NRST 
(nearest), along with the direct to function, remains operative as normal. 
 
As with most things attached to the FMS, there is more than one way to make 
inputs to the system. The previous slides illustrate a basic systematic input 
approach. 


